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      Muhammad Ali dynasty  has played a crucial role in shaping the 

modern history of Egypt. Despite the importance of this role, the majority 

of research studies focused on the role of the princes rather  than the 

princesses’. Worth mentioning ,there is a plethora of studies that tackled 

King Fouad’s and King Farouq’s reigns. Yet, one can hardly  find a 

specialized and scientific study that  adopt historical methods of research 

as of accuracy, criticism and neutrality.  Thus, princesses of Muhammad 

Ali dynasty  got a meager concentration and interest to be studied 

comparing to Fouad and Farouq. 

      The first chapter includes the “personal life” as their origins, education 

and marriage. The second chapter clarifies “the allocations” in which the 

researcher detects princesses’ salaries, properties and Awkaf.  

The third chapter outlines the “cultural activities” as of theirs interests and 

efforts to take charge of and to develop education processes , highlighting 

feminine  intelligentsia  who boosts the intellectual and historical 

environments, and finally their interests in arts and monuments.  

The fourth chapter titled as “the sanitary interests”  sheds light on their 

interests plus efforts in developing sanitary life by building hospitals all 

over the country, bossing health associations as well as their continual 

financial supply to them, resisting epidemiology   and diseases and finally 

helping victims of war and disasters. Holding the title “cases and disputes”,  

the fifth chapter shows the poor relations with relatives, marital animosity 

to the conflict with the state to take back some confiscated properties. 

      The conclusion includes  the key results  revealed by the study. 

Besides, the researcher attaches appendices that compile copies of 



unpublished and taken-from-other-references documents. Finally, the 

study is finished with a list of works cited. 


